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Imperatives
• Geography

• Comparative advantages

• Historical linkages and contemporary convergences
– The global economy's shifting centre of gravity
– China’s “Look South Policy” and Bangladesh’s “Look East Policy”
– South-South cooperation

• Beijing’s shift from a land-based (inward looking) to a sea-focused 
(outward-looking) policy (signifies the importance of the Indian Ocean)

• Kunming-Chittagong Cooperation: a case exemplifies the interplay 
between geo-economic and geo-political forces in the Indian Ocean region



Outline
• China-Myanmar-Bangladesh (Indian Ocean region): 

Geography matters

• Historical linkages 

• Contemporary convergences

• Bangladesh-China relations: a broad picture

• Chittagong-Kunming cooperation: prospects and 
political and geo-political challenges



Geographical location of Yunnan, Myanmar and Chittagong 



Geography of Yunnan, Myanmar and Bangladesh: In historic 
and contemporary perspectives

• Yunnan’s imperative is to link up with the Indian Ocean, the Pacific 
Ocean and the three markets of China, Southeast Asia and South Asia

• Yunnan shares 4,060 km land border with Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam
– no sea port in Yunnan, as the province is landlocked
– 11 first-category ports, 9 second-category ports, and over  90 passages to the outside 

of Yunnan province

• The “Burma Road” signifies Chinese understanding of Myanmar’s 
importance for China

• Strategically located, Bangladesh shares border with Myanmar and 
India, gateway of South and Southeast Asia



Border sharing districts tend to be more urbansied: the case of India and Bangladesh



Ruili Port: biggest land port for China-Myanmar trade
(accounts for one-third of the two countries' total trade)



Historical linkages and baggage
“we can always get a better understanding of the present by reviewing 
the past”- an ancient Chinese proverb

• There were three silk roads connecting China with South Asia
• Southern Silk Road was closely related to Bangladesh (started from the province of 

Shu, today's Chengdu Plain, ran southwards through Kunming, Dali, Baoshan and 
Ruili of Yunnan Province and entered Myanmar and then Bengal/ India

• War and other conflicts in the region disrupted the Sino-Bengal
historical ties and connectivity 
- This has also created suspicion between China and India eventually 

affecting relatively smaller states’ (like Bangladesh) relations vis-a-
vis both the countries



Contemporary convergences

 The economic rise of China in the past three decades as well as 
Bangladesh’s steady growth since the early 1990s have resulted in 
better trade ties between the two nations

 Further, the contemporary economic convergence in Asia, thanks to 
the shifting global centre of economic gravity towards East (centering 
China), has created a space to re-establish their historic connectivity

 Beijing’s “Look South policy” (also known as gateway policy) and 
Dhaka’s “Look East policy”
– Beijing’s “Look South” policy- connecting China to Southeast Asia and South Asia 

and China’s geo-economic and geo-strategic interests
– Dhaka’s “Look East policy”- lacks  clear vision but Bangladesh’s direction of trade 

vis-a-vis East Asia is rising sharply



Global economy’s shifting centre of gravity



Seeing Asia from Space at Night! What does it 
Indicate?



Steady Bangladesh Economy: Growth with low 
volatility



China-Bangladesh: Trade and other economic 
relations

• Both China and Bangladesh experienced marked increase in trade 
following their entry into the WTO:
– China’s Trade/GDP ratio exceeded 55% and Bangladesh’s approaching to 50%

• China is Bangladesh’s largest trading partner with total trade exceeding 
$7 billion in 2010 and  $8.26 billion in 2011

• But China remains a minor export destination for Bangladesh with 
export volume less than $400 million (2% of total exports) 
– This is largely due to Bangladesh’s trade pattern (importing from neighbourhood 

and exporting to advanced economies) and non-diversified export basket

• Trade imbalance a worry
– China has offered duty free access to 4,721 Bangladeshi products



China-Bangladesh relations: beyond trade
 Chinese investment in Bangladesh: telecom, manufacturing, 

RMG, mining and power

 Bangladesh as investment destinition
• The rise of Chinese investment (both proposed and actual 

realization) in Bangladesh
– This is critical to develop infrastructure and augment industrial 

capacity in Bangladesh, expedite technology transfer, China can 
take advantage of Bangladesh’s LDC status

 A plethora of bilateral agreements

 Special Military relations



Some emerging trends
 China’s structural shift and emerging complementarities

– China is increasingly focusing on the development of high-end 
manufacturing and services

– The rising unit labour cost and upward adjustment in its currency 
mean hollowing out of low-end manufacturing jobs from its eastern 
region

• China's vertical economy  and opportunities for Bangladesh: RMG, for 
instance
– Bangladesh is already an apparel hub, could become an important 

manufacturing center for other low-end manufacturing 

 China’s demographic window closes, Bangladesh’s opens
 China’s technological know-how and finance, Bangladesh’s 

cheap/abundant labour



Chittagong: selected demographic, geographic and social sector indicators



Chittagong district map



Chittagong: facts and potential
• Estimated GDP of Chittagong: $39 billion by 2020

• Port city, industrial city, gateway to the country’s international trade 

• Connectivity between Chittagong and the rest of the country through roads, 
railways, waterways and airways

• Export processing Zones- leading industries (RMG, Footwear & leather)

• Potential to be the most prospective manufacturing destination
– Emerging industries: ship building, oil refinery, light engineering, furniture industries and 

home appliance
– automobile industry will also be a potential sector in Bangladesh, Chittagong being the prime 

location

• 40-50 percent of Bangladesh's total exports can be generated alone from 
Chittagong



Chittagong: facts and potential

• Chittagong Port handles nearly 90 percent of all sea-
borne trade

• It is capable of handling $50 billion of exports compared 
to $27 billion now

• Good opportunities in Chittagong Hill Tracks for agro-
processing

• Chittagong could be one of the best destinations for 
tourists



Chittagong in the global urban map



Chittagong in the global urban map



Kunming: Agriculture and resource-based economy, 
and Hub of Beijing’s gateway policy

– Yunnan’s comparative advantage in some resource-based 
industries such as steel, coal and tobacco

– China's most environmentally and culturally diverse province, 
“green pearl" on the Tropic of Cancer 

– Base of “Two-Ocean” strategy and a step of “Western 
Development” strategy

– China is promoting cross-border networks as a new regional 
common good

– Yunnan International Passage initiative  (to reduce transport 
cost concerning  Western region’s trade and reduce the reliance 
of the Malacca Strait in the South China Sea)



Kunming: Hub of Beijing’s gateway policy

– China-Myanmar transport corridor is the extension of West 
Development strategy

– China Kunming-Myanmar Yangon Irrawaddy River Portage Passage

• Indochina Peninsular- growing regional and subregional cooperation in 
Asia, overlapping both China and Myanmar
– China-ASEAN Free Trade Area, Great Mekong Subregion

Cooperation (GMS), Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar regional 
cooperation (BCIM).

– Myanmar is the member of BIMST-EC and Mekong-Ganga
Cooperation



Kunming-Chittagong: trade and connectivity

• Existing trade:
– Trade volume between Yunnan and Bangladesh rose 35.6 percent year on 

year to $140 million in 2011 (January-November)

• Harnessing comparative advantages

• Potential areas for cooperation
– Infrastructure and connectivity, renewable energy, agro 

processing and tourism



Infrastructure Development and 
Connectivity

Landlocked Yunnan’s Priority: 
Increase Connectivity and Infrastructure 

Development in the Neighbourhood



China-Myanmar Transport corridor



Yunnan-Myanmar road and water networks





Yunnan and GMS



Proposed Kunming-Myanmar-Chittagong Highway



Proposed deep sea-port in Chittagong



Infrastructure projects: victim of geo-politics

 Geo-politics: Bangladesh sandwiched between two giants China and 
India

 Beijing’s massive infrastructure spending in the region: Middle 
Kingdom’s ‘String of Pearl Strategy’ or driven by economic interest?

 India’s globalisation dilemma
 Encirclement and counter-encirclement between China and India in 

Myanmar
– History has made India cautious (11th-16th century it was invaded from the 

North, 16th-til independence by sea)
 Bangladesh’s complicated relations with Myanmar
 Recent backlash in Sino-Myanmar relations
 Consequently, Chittagong-Myanmar-Kunming highway, a proposed deep 

sea port at Sonadia, Chittagong have been the victim of global and 
regional powers’ geo-political competition 



Infrastructure projects: Bangladesh’s political constraints

• Bangladesh’s domestic political weakness and relations with 
China and India (Unlike Pakistan and Sri Lanka)
– Political weaknesses in Bangladesh lead political parties dependant 

on regional powers costing national interest, unable to take 
decisions internally/independently on key infrastructure projects 
(SOG 2010-11, BRAC University)

• As a result, Dhaka is less than effective in managing two giants interests 
(US is also in the equation when one considers the Asian security 
apparatus)

• Unable to take a political decision to develop Chittagong deep sea port 
(unlike Pakistan's Gwadar and Sri Lanka’s Hambantota)

• However, Dhaka is less prone to political risk (unlike Pakistan and Sri 
Lanka)



Addressing geo-politics
• Bangladesh’s connectivity with Kunming and other 

Southeast- and East Asia countries will depend on how 
geo-economics and geo-political forces behave 

• However, there are some encouraging signs:

– A consortium to build a deep sea-port in Chittagong?

– Not a bi-partisan consensus among the two key political 
parties (AL and BNP) in Bangladesh regarding rule of 
engagement with India and China, but both parties have 
changed their earlier stances



Addressing geo-politics

What needs to be done?
- China can do more convincing the concerned stakeholders that its 

interest in Bangladesh is driven by economics
- A Consortium to develop a deep sea port in Chittagong

- China is open to this idea

- South-South Cooperation engaging India and Myanmar 

- Engagement of regional bodies like ADB, GMS, ASEAN, BIMSTEC for 
connectivity apart from bi- and tri-lateral talks, speeding up the works 
of trans-Asian highway and railway projects



Conclusions and the way forward
• Strong contemporary convergences between China and Bangladesh

• Kunming and Chittagong stand to benefit from the global economy’s 
shifting centre of gravity

• Geography could be a strong determinant of Chittagong and Kunming’s 
growth, their comparative advantages, complementarities could result in a 
win-win situation for the respective stakeholders

• Will geo-economic forces triumph over and geo-political forces?
– Depend on both regional geo-politics and Bangladesh’s domestic 

political discourse

• Engagement of border sharing countries and regional bodies are critical
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